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FUELP~ A DATA RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

FOR NUCLEAR FUEL PIN INFORMATION

by

K. L. Walters, J. O. Barrier, and J. L. Green

ABSTRACT

The Fortran IV computer code FUELPIN was developed
to assist in the surveillance of large numbers of nuclear fuel
pine . Using sixteen levels of sorting and thirty-one key pin
characteristics, the computer code sorts through large blocks
of pin data to determine those pins having the desired character-
istics. Allowance is also made for miscellaneous information
on (1) fuel type, (2) clad material, (3) bond data, and (4)
general pin information.

Upon execution the blocks of fuel pin information are in-
spected to insure that the data are credible, i.e. , between ex-
perimenter specified limits. octal stops are provided, num-
bered, and discussed in the codes comment section so as to
block all paths of code execution known to indicate operational
error. All parameter sort information is also inspected for
potential input error with some minor correctional measures
accomplished upon detection of an error condition.

Though limited to blocks of two hundred and fifty pins per
run, large numbers of pins may be efficiently examined through
problem stacktng and proper use of a built in computer time
economizing scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

Surveillance of a large number of nuclear fuel pins

requires some type of data retrieval system. For this

task the computer code FUELPfN was developed.

FUELPIN waa designed to handle in excess of thirty

parameters for each of hvo hundred and fifty pins as

well as descriptive information on (1) fuel type, (2)

clad material, (3) bond data, and (4) general pin in-

formation. S&ware extension to handle larger num-

bers of pins was not thought advisable because of the

available computer space limitations but an unlimited

number of pina could be examined in lxvc hundred and

fifty pill blocks.

FUELPIN and the fuel pin data on which it oper-

ated, L e., its data base, were designed to (1) provide

complete information on all pins in house, (2) allow

selection of those pina having specific physical charac-

teristics, (3) provide maximum software protection

of the data base, and (4) provide code execution out-

put in essentially final report form. When coding

effort terminated, items one through three were virtu-

ally completed and item four unstarted.

II. CONSTRUCTION OF DATA BASE

in order to provide detailed information on the

major aspects of the potentially large number of fuel

pins involved, an extended list of the needed fuel pin

data was compiled. In addition to indicating the

specific data involved, Table I also contains the name

used by the code during input, the array name in which
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all data of the same type is stored, and the name of the

relevant sort parameter. Details of input formats and

variable designations can be found in the initial comment

section of the computer listing.

Additional information is required for program ex-

ecution as shown in Table II. Originally these vari-

ables, like those in Table I, were to be used in para-

meter sorting, but termina tion of coding effort

occurred before this could be implemented. The para-

meters in Table I I differ from those in Table I, however,

in one major way - moat of the input is conditional and

dependa on exactly how the Table I values were specified.

Another critical point on data base construction is

the handling of the fuel, clad, bon~ and general pin in-

formation comment statements. These condition~

comment cards are read only if the respective integer

input flags (C, Cl, C2, and C3) are in the range of one

through five. Blank or negative values are reset t~

zero and values larger than five cause code execution to

Strip. Since the maximum possible number of computer

words needed to store this data is as indicated below,

it would be impractical to use dimensioned arrays.

to avoid improper sorting. Input data checking, includ-

ing this type of cross-checking, is extensively performed

during execution as discussed in the software protection

section.

III. PARAMETER SORTING

Sixteen levels of parameter sorting are possible

using any of the twenty-three sort parameters specified

in Table I. Aa explained under the listing comment

section entitled %peciftcation of Sorts’ Desired,’1 SOR-

TYPE value numbers are used to flag those parameters

over which sorts are to be performed. Clear desorip-

t.ion of the required input formats is given in the com-

ment section of the listing. For the three SORTYPE

values where no sort was desired, the octal stop numbers

which will be encountered if such a sort is attempted

are shown (Table 1).

Basically only three @rpes of sort parameter in-

put are required. Alpha-numerio or straight alpha-

betic input are accomplished through the use of AIO or

15, A5 formats. * The only critical software considera-

tion was the matchtng of all variable names to avoid

Words Needed

‘“rcomentc=ds+:=ent) (corti)(s=) O’”pins) = ‘o$ooomtis(’’’)’o oocti) “)
Instead, after the initial echo check, the comment card

images are written serially onto temporary disk files

thus re@ring no dimension statements or dedicated

computer word apace. To use this scheme effectively,

however, requires that these files be rewound to the

proper starting worda before any additional output of

this information can be performed. This rewind se-

quence has not been written and is not included in the

attached listing.

Finally, since a major effort was expended to use

variable names which were easily associated with the

actual parameter designation extensive use of INTE-

GER and REAL declaration statements was necessary.

It was imperative that all such statements logically

match one another so that no subtle changes would occur

in data mardpulat.ion or storage. Similar care was exer..

cised in matching the sort parameter names with those

used for the input variable and array names, in order

data conversions within the computer and the system-

atic right or left justification of any data using an A

type input format. This justification is crucial since

any difference in data location will result in differences

in the representation of the data as stored in the com-

puter and thuE eliminate the possibility of locating the

information when attempting a sort.

Numerical data, representing a potential range

of real number values over which sorts are to be per-

formed, < invariably require 5X 2F1O. O input formats.

As all of these input sequences are virtually identical,

the one for fuel center line temperature will be ex-

amined in detail.

*
SORTYPE = 1,3,12, and 19.

#SORTYPE = 5-7, 10, 11, 13-15, 20-22.

.
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CHECIUNGFORDUPLICATEmItT
lCLTMAX= ICLTbLU+ 1

IF(ICLTIMX.GT. 1) STOP20S
CRRCNNGFORENDOF FHJ%MARK

IF(EOF,1) 2360,2980

2.960 STOP207
2ss0 coNrmus

CONSTRUCTING~&l RANGESORT
IF(CLTMAX.NE. CLTMIN) GO TO 2370

CLTMAX = CLTMAX + 0.0001

CLTMIN = CLTMIN - 0.0001

CORRECTING FOR INPUT DATA INVERSION

2370 IF(CLTMIN .LT. CLTW GO TO 23’75

CLTHD = CLTMAX

CLTMAX = CLTMIN

CLTMIN = CLTHD

CHECKING FOR SORT PARAMSTER CREDJBILI’IY

2375 CONTINUE

IF(CLTMAX .LT. 0.00.OR. CLTMAX .GT. 2000.0)STOP 210

IF(CLTMIN .LT. 0.00.OR. CLTMJX .GT. 2000.O) STOP 211

CHECKING INPUT DATA

WRITS (2.360)L CLTMAZ CLTMIN

As can be seen from this example, five types of

data input checking are performed on each such data input.

First a flag is incremented and checked to eusure that a

duplicate sort has not been requested. Since this type of

sort request could only occur if potentially mutually ex-

clusive sorts are requested or if an input error is made,

code termination occurs if this condition is detected.

Similarly, if an E@F (end of file) is detected during data

input, an octal stop is encountered. Sort parameter

credibility is also checked at the end of each input se-

quence giving the experimenter an opportunity to set up

realistic limiting values for the sort parameters involved.

All three of these checks can result in code termination

and are designed as part of the software protection to be

discussed in the following section.

The remaining two types of data checking, namely

data inversion and setting up minimum range sorts, are

not part of the software protection sequences and hence

no octal stop statements are involved. The data inversion

statements merely allow the code operator to input the

two respective sort limits in any sequence he chooses and

upon execution the necessary ordming is automatically

performed. Minimum range sorts are necessary since

over which parameter sorting is to be performed If one

wants all the fuel pins with a center line temperature of

exactly 1000°, for instance, both CLTMAX and CLTMIN

are given values of 1000 and the %oftwareft automatically

sets up a sorting range of 999.9999 to 1000.0001, or a

differential of 2. OE-CA4. This should be more than ade-

quate resolution and this difference is used in all eimflar

sorts.

Coded dati* as well as integer in~t+uee primarily

5X 15 formats. For coded data, the particular coded.

representationa of alpha-numeric input are discussed in

the initial comment section of the code. Sdtxvare checks

are performed during execution to ensure that no coded

values used either in constructing the data base or in

setting up sort parameters are undefined.

Once all SORTYPE values and their corresponding

limiting values have been read in and checke@ sub-

routine SORTASK is used to perform the actual elimina-

tions. As with the types of sort parameter inputs re-

quired, only three main types of logic checks are necess-

ary. For a A formatted elimination, such as CLADUAL

(SORTYPE value = 12), the testis for an exaot match.

Thus for the KKth pin examined, in order to detect a

specific cladding type, both the computer array element,

denoted CLADS(klQ, sad the input value CLADUAL must

be exactly alike. The specific FORTRAN statement used

is as indicated below and analogous tests are performed

in all similar cases. Integer tests are also performed in

this manner.

IF(CLAD~kk) . NE. CLADUAL) GO TO 55

The section of subroutine SORTASK entitled “SET-

TfNG UP MASTER STORAGE LOGIC FOR MULTIPLE

ELIMINATIONS” is used to keep track of those fuel pina

meeting the sort parameters specified.

*SORTYPE = 4, 16, 17, 23.
#SORTYPE = 2.

the actual sorting sequences expect a range of values
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Once it is determined that a particular pin meets what-

ever criterion is being used, the sequential position of

that set of data in the data base is saved in the array

named ISAVE. At the end of the first and all subse-

quent sorts, this array is printed out. Only the first

sort, however, examines all the pine present in the

data base because later sorts are only done on those

pins whose sequential position is still contained in

LSAVE. ObviousIy, the most eoonomfcaI way ta run

the routine is to speci@ the less likely pin parameters

~rst so that later sorts have fewer pins to consider.

For numeric, real data used to sort for pins

having a specified range of values, statements like

the one for fuel center line temperature shown below

are used.

IF( FUEL8(kk) . GE. CLTMIN . AND. FUELCLS

(kk) . LE. CLTMAX) G@ T@ 35

Note: Enctly the same value could have been

specified for CLTMIN and CLTMAX without resorting

to setting up minimum range values but since compu-

ter representation of numbers can vary slightly from

those specified on the input cards, this tack was avoid-

ed.

1V. SOFTWARE PROTECTION

As cm be seen from Table II ~ 166 out of the

213 octal stops present in the code, i. e.,

85% , arise from the five causes noted. The E@F

tests are done simply as good programming practice

but all the remaining octal stops are desigmxl to block

paths known a priori to be logically in error.

Checking for duplicate sort, as discussed in the

previous sectio~ is used to detect m operator error.

Only one sort on any given parameter was deemed de-

sirable per pmbIem execution.

Data base and sort parameter out of range error

flags arise mainly from input credibility checks. All

input data used either in the data base or in setting up

the requested sorts are tested to ensure that the num-

bers are either within the expected experimental limits

or are previously defined coded input. These stop

statements are extremely important because through

them the experimenter can check range of the data be-

@g manipulated.

Sat parameter conflicts arise from only two

sources. If the input variable 8@RTYPE is set equal

to eight, nine, eighteen, or greater than twenty-three,

execution ceases because no sorting was to be done on

the parameters indicated by these SORTYPE values.

The rematnder of the octal stops invOlvOdensures that

a S@RTYPE value is not encountered k a part of the

code where it logically does not belong.
1 Normal code termination is done at octal stop

number 777. If any other value is listed, the exact
I

nature of the error and its location in the code can be

determined from the a~ropriate comment section at

the front of Appendix A. For instsnce, if octal stop

number fourteen is encountered the errer is shown to

I be in the main program under the comment section

heading “READING DATA ENTRY” and caused by an

improper exit from the comment reading loop involved.

v. ouTPuT

As illustrated in the three sample listings in

Appendix B, the first set of output is an echo check of

the pins in the data base in the order that they were en-

countered. This echo-checking is obtained through

the input parameter PAR which can be used to (1)

provide an echo check of all pins involved, (2) sup-

press completely the echo check, or (3) pass control

of the echo-checking to the individual pins as defined

in the DUMP parameter on the first card in each data

set.

After the echo-ohecking, the sequential order,

the type of sort r~uested, and the particular sort

parameters involved are listed. The type of sort re-

quested is obtained by storing descriptive names in

Hollerith fields in the array named KEY and having the

SORTYPE value used trigger the appropriate response.

The sort parameters printout is taken directly fmm

the input vtdues,

Finally the ISAVE vector is printed out after each

completed sort with a special heading being attached

.
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to the final values. It should be noted that the numbers

indicated are the sequential positions of individual data

blocks in the data base, exactly the numbers printed out

when using the PAR parameter to obtain a complete

echo check.

VI. UNCOMPLETED WORK

l%m major coding efforts remain uncompleted.

First, none of the parameters listed in Table II have

been incorporated in any of the sorting sequences.

These variables require nothing really new as far as

software logic is concerned, but since the data depend

in many cases on previously defined parameters, more

than normal care must be used in setting up these sorts.

Second, the output is highly limited and contains one

known formatting error. To expand the output will re-

quire the writing of the necessary output statements in

addition to providing the logic necessary to rewind the

temporary disk file storage of the comment card images.

TABLE I

Input
Fuel Pin Variable
Data Name

1. Source,Element SOURCE

2. /Task I.D.

3. NumberI

4. Puel Type

5. Uranium Composition

6. L?35 Wichment

T. $33 Enrichment

8. plutonium Composition

9. ~239 Enrichment

10. Puel Density

TASK

NUMSER
ID

FUEL

RICH235

RICH233

PIJCOMP

RICH239

RHO

Array Sort Parameter
I?eme Name

SOURCE(250)

TASKS(250)

NUMB2RS(250)
IDS(250)

FUELS(250)

ucohms(250)

RICH35S(250)

RICH33S(250)

Not, Stored

Not Stored

RIIoS(250)

ISOURCE

ITASK

INUI.IBER
ID

UCMAX,UCMIN

MM235 ,MIN235

RMAX233,RMIN233

No sort destred

No sort desired

RHOMAK,RHOKIN
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TABLEI -- Continued

Fuel Pin
Ikta

u.. Smear Density

12. Cladding Type

13. Coldwork (%)

14. Cladd@ O.D.

15. Wall Thickness

16. BondType

17. Encapsulation

18. Shroud

19. Subassembly Type

20. Linear Power

21. Clad Temperature

22. Fuel Center Line Temperature

23. Status

Input
Variable
Name

CLAD

COLDWRK

CIADOD

WALLTK

BOND

ENCAP

SHROUD

SUBASSM

LINPOli

CLADTNP

PUELCLT

STATUS

.

Array
Name

SMEARS(250)

CLADS(250)

COLDWRS(250)

CLADODS(250)

WALLTKS(250)

BONDS(250)

EKCAPS(250)

Sort Parameter
Iiame

s~,~

CLADUAL

COLDMAX,COLDMIN

CLADMAX,CLADMIN

WALL?4AX,WALLMIN

IBOND

IENCAPS

Rot stored No sort desired

SUSASSS(250) SUBVAL

LINPOWS(250) RLImAx,RLIIc41N

CLADT?4S(250)CLADTKX,CLAD’TN!l

PUELCLS(250) CLTYAX,CLTXIN

STATUSS(250) STATVAL

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

..—

TABLE II

Puel Pin Data Input Variable Name Array Name

Pin ti~ation LOCAT LOCAT~250)

pin Disposition DISP DISP(250)

Report Status IREPORT Not stored

Subassembly Number SANO SANOS(250)

Current Burnup CURBU CURBUS(250)

Goal Burnup GOALBU GOALBUS(250)

Report Number REPORT REPORTS(250)

Treat Test Number TESTNO TESTNOS(250)

.
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Type of
Fatal Error

Unexpected E@F

AttemptingSecondSort

..

Data Sase Parsmeter
out of Range

Sort Parameter Out
of Range

Sort Parameter
Conflict

TABLEIII

Numberof Such
TestsPerformed

32(hO)

21(25)

25(31)

27(33)

13(15)

-.

Possible Octal
Stops Encountered

1-3, 24-26, 34, 44-46,

51, 61-70, 100, 101, 104

Ill, 112, 115, 117, 121, 123,

13’7,203, 207, 213

43, 55-57,73-76,1.02,103

105, 106, 110, 114, 1.16, 120

122, 127, 202, 206, 212

4-13,15-23,27-33,35, 36,

47, 50, 124

107, 113, 140-164,204

205, 210, 211

52-54,60, 125, 126,

130, 133, 13J, 136, 165

166, 201

“
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EXTENOE17 MuLTIPLE SORT ( INTEGER TYPE):

oHDER AND TVPES OF SORTS REWESTtO.

hUMRER TYPE OF
OF SORT sORT i?EIWESTED

1 SOURCE
2 TASK

3 NuMBER

4 FUEL
5 BONO

SORT PARAMETERS.

1 K
? 7
3 4?U
4 ?
5 1

IS AVF(I) VALUFS AFTER PARTIAL ELIMINATIoNS.

12567915 lb 19202123
25679 19 20 21 23
567919 ;:21 23
569192023

ISaVF (1) VALUES AFTER ELIMINATIoNS CUMPL~TED.

69>023

ExTENuEo FI, flATINti POINT MI XEII sOR1.

(lNllFR AN(’I TVPFS OF SORTS FIEOUESIEO.

NUW3ER TYPE UF
0} SORT sORT WFOUESTEO

\ UCOMP
? RJCH235

3 RIcH233

4 ENCAP

SORT PARAMETERS.

1 91.0000 UOOUOO 89.000 UOOOOOO

? 911.113130u Lloooo 90{0000000000

3 QO.030GUOOOO0 90:0100000000
6 ?

1s6vF (1) VALIJFS AFTER PARTIAL EL IHINAIIUNS.

3467891° 111213161718 ~f2122 23 2$ 25

34678 ;;11 1~131417 20

34 6 8
22 24 25

10 1.2 13 14 17 18 H 22 26 25

A

ISC.VF (1) VALWS AFTER ELIMINATIoNS CU14PLETE02”
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SF CON13 EXTFNnEll FLOATING POINT ANu A ~ IELD SORT.

OMDER ANn TYPES OF SORTS REOUESTED.

NUMRER TYPE OF
ok SORT sORT REOuESTEO

RHQ
i sNE&R

3 cOLDURK
4 CLADOO
s wALLTK
6 CLAn
7 LINPOM
8 CLAOTMP

FUELCLT
1: STATUS
11 SU13ASSM

SORT PARAMETERS.

I 9n. n600000000
? 90.0000000000
3 4.0060000000
6 .35131Jouoooo
5 .01500 UOOO0
6 316ss
7 30. O(IUOOOOOOO
n 675.0001000000
9 105 O; OOO1UOOOOO

10
11 A-In

90.040 UOOOOO0
89~0000000000

l~ooooooooou
.2 SO UOOOOO0
:Oosuoooooo

29.0000000000
67+:99990000bo
1049s9999000090

2SAVFf x) VALUES AFTER PARTIAL ELIMINATIONS.

1234 S810 111213141 S1617 1819 .?2 24 25

236 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
; 2341:1112

19 24 25
13 14 1S 16

10 12 13
H 25

17 ii ;:
: : 1: 11 :; 13 1+ :: ;; 24 &
3 10 11 12 13 14 17 2+ 2s
3 10 1.? 13 14 17 24
3 10 Ii! 14 17 24
3 10 14 17 24
3 14 77

ISAVE II) VALUES AF7ER ELIMINATIONS CUMPL~TEO:

14

.

.

L

RK:323(55)
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